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What if you could explore, wonder, and create all within your own four walls? That’s exactly 
what the print-based brand Katie Kime encourages you to do. Make this your year to elevate 
your living spaces with Katie Kime’s world of prints and personalization. Turn your home into a 
haven of comfort and style with the help of some key elements that help redefine your 
surroundings, from luxury monogrammed pajamas to artistic peel-and-stick wallpaper. 

 

Make a Style Statement: Peel-and-Stick Wallpaper 

If your walls could talk, what would you want them to say? Let them tell a story about your life 
or your passions. Give your walls a stylish makeover without the hassle of traditional wallpaper 
application (although Katie Kime does offer traditional wallpaper as well). Peel-and-stick 
removable wallpaper from Katie Kime allows you to effortlessly transform any room or wall in 
your home. Bring a burst of personality and vibrancy to create the dramatic backdrop you seek. 

Embrace the Comfortable Life: Pajama Sets 

You can extend the concept of comfort beyond your living spaces and into the clothing you 
wear while living in those spaces. Crafted with luxurious-feeling modal and cotton, Katie Kime’s 
pajama sets (shorts and pants sets) offer the perfect balance of soft, comfortable style and 
tranquility. A chic green pajama set with a cheetah print is a whole vibe. You’ll feel relaxed yet 
unstoppable, especially if you customize your pajamas with a monogram in the embroidery 
color and font of your choice. 

https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pajamas
https://www.katiekime.com/products/cheetah-pajama-shorts-set-green
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pajamas


Serve Up Functional Elegance: Lucite Trays 

If you’re looking to spruce up your bar area or dining room table, Katie Kime’s lucite trays are 
the functional, chic decor you need. Choose from a great selection of beautiful prints and 
monogram options. All lucite trays come with a custom interchangeable insert printed in-house 
on smooth, premium paper. When you want to switch out your print, all you need to do is 
order a different one. Katie Kime’s stylish trays are also perfect for serving breakfast in bed or 
showcasing decorative items on your dresser.  

Artistic Prints: Wall Art  

Katie Kime’s one-of-a-kind gallery prints give your space character. Whether it’s a hand 
illustration, cheeky quote, or vibrant pattern, wall art from Katie Kime adds instant originality to 
an otherwise boring wall. Make a statement that reflects your sense of humor or personality. 
Pick a print size and frame choice—and make it your own. Life is an adventure: enjoy it.  

Bring joy to your daily life with everything you choose from Katie Kime, whether it’s a pajama 
shorts set in creative city toile or vibrant wallpaper that adds character to a room. 

Create magical spaces in your home in the new year with products from Katie Kime at 
https://www.katiekime.com/ 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3u5LbUE  

 

https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pj-short-sets-1
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pj-short-sets-1
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pj-short-sets-1
https://www.katiekime.com/
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